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BRIEF DESCRIPTION

The students will examine, interpret and manipulate real-life 
data about the economics of wild blueberry production.

objectives:

The students will:

1. read and interpret graphs 
depicting real-world data.

2. create graphs using real-world 
data.

3. manipulate real-world informa-
tion to solve problems and under-
stand some of the decision-making 
challenges of producing wild 
blueberries.

4. formulate and answer questions 
from real-world data.

life skills:

Displaying data, graphing, graph 
reading, mathematics, problem 
solving 

materials:

•  Copies of Wild Blueberry 
Production Decisions

•  Copies of The Annual Blueberry 
Crop

•  Copies of Wild Blueberry 
Production

•  Graph paper

•  Pens or pencils

•  Calculators, if desired

Estimated teaching time: 

Three 45-minute class periods

preparation:

Make copies of the student 
activity pages.

vocabulary:

Annual, clone, data, litter, 
production, pruning, integrated 
crop management

Mechanical wild blueberry harvesting

Burning the fields

Correlations to State of Maine Learning Results: 
Parameters for Essential Instruction

Content Area Performance 
Indicator

Grades 3-5 
Descriptor(s)

Grades 6-8
Descriptor(s)

Health Education 
and Physical 
Education

A6

Mathematics A3
A4
A5
B2

Social Studies C1 a, b, c a, c
 



Maine is the largest producer of wild blueberries in 
the world. Some years, production in Maine has exceeded 
production of cultivated blueberries in Michigan. Maine 
produces 13 percent of all blueberries in North America, 
including wild and cultivated production. Twenty-one per-
cent of the total crop is produced in the Canadian 
provinces of Nova Scotia, Quebec, New 
Brunswick, Prince Edward Island and 
Newfoundland. The remaining 66 percent of 
the blueberries are cultivated blueberries 
grown in Michigan, New Jersey, British 
Columbia, Washington, Oregon, Georgia, 
Arkansas and other states. Wild blueberries 
contribute over 250 million dollars and over 
2,600 jobs to Maine’s economy each year.

Wild blueberries grow all over the state 
of Maine, but are grown commercially on 60,000 
acres. Due to pruning practices, only half of the acreage 
produces fruit each year. This does not mean 
that there is a wild blueberry crop every other year. 
The fields that produce and those that are regrowing 
are rotated. At any given time, half of the acreage is 
producing wild blueberries and the other half is 
regrowing after pruning.

Most of the wild blueberry crop is processed 
following harvest. Less than one percent of the crop is 
sold fresh. There are three grower cooperatives that sell 
wild blueberries to processors. Six companies operate 
processing plants that freeze blueberries in Maine. These 
plants may also can or dry wild blueberries. There is also 
one fresh-pack/frozen cooperative. Currently, 99 percent 
of all wild blueberries are frozen, but five to ten percent 
of those berries are canned after harvest. 

Each year wild blueberry 
producers must make decisions about 
their crop fields. Out of necessity, 

these decisions are often influenced by 
economics. If growers cannot make a profit 

raising their crops, they cannot stay in 
business. Growers decide how and when 

to prune, what Integrated Crop Management 
(ICM) practices to use, how to protect their crops from 

insects and diseases, when and if to spray crop-protect-
ing chemicals, how much to fertilize and how to market 
their crops. The following activities demonstrate a few of 
these growers’ decisions. They also depict the importance 
of Maine’s wild blueberry production to Maine’s economy 
and to the worldwide market.
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INTRODUCTION

1. Ask the students if they know how important 
Maine’s wild blueberry production is to the state’s 
economy and to the total production of wild 
blueberries. (Wild blueberries contributed over 
250 million dollars to Maine’s economy in 2007.)

2. Indicate that this lesson will explore that 
information.

Activity One
for older students

1. Hand out copies of Wild Blueberry Production 
Decisions and have the students complete the 
activities. If students need a hint for question 
#4, tell them that they need to divide the square 
footage needed for one clone into the square foot-
age in an acre. This process needs to be done twice, 
once at the low end of the range (75 square feet per 
clone) and once at the high end of the range (250 
square feet per clone). This will provide their range 
of clones per acre.

2. Discuss the decision-making process that a grow-
er must follow for each decision.

Activity TWO

1. Hand out copies of The Annual Blueberry Crop 
and have the students answer the questions.

2. Discuss the importance of Maine’s wild blueberry 
production to the state’s economy and to the world’s 
wild blueberry consumers.

3. Introduce the new research concerning the health 
benefits of wild blueberries. Ask the students to 
speculate about the impact that this news will have 
on the demand for Maine wild blueberries. (Demand 
is increasing due to these scientific discoveries.)

Activity THREE

1. Hand out copies of Wild Blueberry Production 
Decisions and have the students complete the activities.

2. Discuss the impact that Maine’s production 
of wild blueberries has on total wild blueberry 
production and supply.

3. Have the students calculate the annual wild 
blueberry production of all Canadian provinces 
and compare it to Maine’s. (As of 2008, 70 million 
pounds is Maine’s annual production average.)

EXTENSIONS

1. An additional graphing problem that involves 
multiplying percentages may be used: 99 percent 
of all wild blueberries are frozen, but five to ten 
percent of those berries are canned after harvest. 
Less than one percent of the crop is sold fresh. 
(This could be depicted in a split bar graph.)

2. Find the price per pound that wild blueberry 
growers are paid by going on the Internet to the 
New England Agricultural Statistics Service at http://
www.nass.usda.gov/Statistics_by_State/ and click on 
Maine on the map and “Maine Wild Blueberries” 
under “More State Features” and calculate wild 
blueberry grower gross revenue per year. Have the 
students calculate those figures for the past five years 
and graph the results.

3. Have the students search for the most up-to-date 
information on the Internet using the Web sites listed 
or looking at the Maine Department of Agriculture 
Web site.

EVALUATION

Evaluate the accuracy of questions answered and 
graphs produced from the activities in this lesson.

Resources

1. United States Department of Agriculture (USDA), 
National Agricultural Statistics Service (NASS), 
http://www.nass.usda.gov

2. Jasper Wyman & Son of Milbridge, ME, http://
www.wymans.com

3. North American Blueberry Council, http://www.
blueberry.org

4. Wild Blueberry Association of North America, 
http://www.wildblueberries.com

5. University of Maine Wild Blueberry site, http://
www.wildblueberries.maine.edu

6. Maine Department of Agriculture, http://www.
mainefoodandfarms.com
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Name__________________________________________

WILD BLUEBERRY PRODUCTION DECISIONS
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Wild blueberry growers need to prune their fields every 
other year to produce good quality, bountiful crops. 
Pruning is an essential part of many types of fruit 
production. Growers can use one of two techniques: 
burning or mowing. This table gives the cost to prune 
one acre of wild blueberries using these different 
techniques. Use this information to complete the 
instructions below. 

1.  On your own paper, graph the costs for each 
of these types of pruning techniques. Create 
a separate graph or separate grouping on the 
graph for each farm size. 

2.  It is clearly much less costly to mow than it 
is to burn. So, why would a producer choose 
the more costly burning option? Burning can 
reduce diseases and insect pests that may lin-
ger or grow in the litter left from mowing. A 
disease or insect outbreak may require spray-
ing to prevent crop loss. If it costs the grower 
an additional $75.00 per acre to spray, 
which would be the most economical deci-
sion for each farm size? 

3.  In the same scenario as #2, in addition to 
$75 to spray, the production is reduced, 
meaning that each acre produces fewer wild 
blueberries to sell. Therefore, this results in 
a further loss in income to the grower of 
$125.00 per acre if burning is not chosen. 
What is the best pruning option now for each 
farm size?

4.  From one wild blueberry plant, under-
ground rhizomes produce new plants that 
are identical to the original plant. The parent 
plant and all of the plants created from its 
rhizomes are known as a clone. One clone 
will cover 75 to 250 square feet depending 
upon age. An acre of land is 43,560 square 
feet (about the size of a football field). How 
many different clones might one acre have? 
Give a range.

Pruning 
Techniques

Burning with Straw 

Burning with Oil 

Flail Mowing

••••• Farm Size in Acres •••••

1 Acre

$200 

$350 

$100 

10 Acres

$192.50 

$213.04 

$45.72 

100 Acres

$185.80 

$102.60 

$45.07 

Mowing Burning

(Average per acre costs)
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Name             ANSWER KEY                          

WILD BLUEBERRY PRODUCTION DECISIONS

1.  On your own paper, graph the costs for each 
of these types of pruning techniques. Create 
a separate graph or separate grouping on the 
graph for each farm size.

2.  It is clearly much less costly to mow than it 
is to burn. So, why would a producer choose 
the more costly burning option? Burning can 
reduce diseases and insect pests that may lin-
ger or grow in the litter left from mowing. A 
disease or insect outbreak may require spray-
ing to prevent crop loss. If it costs the grower 
an additional $75.00 per acre to spray, which 
would be the best economical decision for 
each farm size?

 1 Acre – flail mowing
 10 Acres – flail mowing
 100 Acres – burning with oil

3.  In the same scenario as #2, in addition to $75 
to spray, the production is reduced, meaning 
that each acre produces fewer wild blueber-
ries to sell. Therefore, this results in a further 
loss in income to the grower of $125.00 per 
acre if burning is not chosen. What is the best 
pruning option now for each farm size?

 1 Acre – burning with straw
 10 Acres – burning with straw
 100 Acres – burning with oil

4.  From one wild blueberry plant, underground 
rhizomes produce new plants that are identi-
cal to the original plant. The parent plant and 
all of the plants created from its rhizomes are 
known as a clone. One clone will cover 75 to 
250 square feet depending upon age. An acre 
of land is 43,560 square feet (about the size 
of a football field). How many different 
clones might one acre have? Give a range.

 174 clones to 581 clones

Wild blueberry growers need to prune 
their fields every other year to produce 
good quality, bountiful crops. Pruning 
is an essential part of many types of 
fruit production. Growers can use one 
of two techniques: burning or mowing. 
This table gives the cost to prune one, 
ten, and 100 acres of wild blueberry 
fields using these different techniques. 
Use this information to complete the 
instructions below. 

Pruning 
Techniques

Burning with Straw 

Burning with Oil 

Flail Mowing

••••• Farm Size in Acres •••••

1 Acre

$200 

$350 

$100

10 Acres 

$192.50 

$213.04

$45.72

100 Acres
 

$185.80 

$102.60 

$45.07 
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Name__________________________________________

The Annual Blueberry Crop

Read and interpret the information in this graph to answer the questions below.

1. What percent of the North American blueberry crop are cultivated blueberries?

2.  What percent of the total North American blueberry crop do the wild blueberries grown 
in Maine represent?

3.  What percent of the total North American blueberry crop do the wild blueberries grown 
in Canada represent?
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North American Blueberry Crop

Maine Wild Blueberries 13%
Canadian Wild Blueberries 21%
Cultivated Blueberries 66%



Name         ANSWER KEY                   

The Annual Blueberry Crop

Read and interpret the information in this graph to answer the questions below.

1. What percent of the North American blueberry crop are cultivated blueberries?

   66%

2.  What percent of the total North American blueberry crop do the wild blueberries grown 
in Maine represent?

   13%

3.  What percent of the total North American blueberry crop do the wild blueberries grown 
in Canada represent?

   21%
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North American Blueberry Crop

Maine Wild Blueberries 13%
Canadian Wild Blueberries 21%
Cultivated Blueberries 66%



  
Name_________________________________________

1.  What is the total production of wild blueberries in North America?

2. Graph the data presented in the chart above.

3.  How many more pounds of wild blueberries does Maine produce than each Canadian Province?
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Wild Blueberry Crop Millions of Pounds  

Maine 70  
New Brunswick  24
Nova Scotia  34
Newfoundland  1
Prince Edward Island  9
Quebec  55

Wild Blueberry Production Averages 

 North America
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Name         ANSWER KEY                  

1.  What is the total production of wild blueberries in North America?

   193 million pounds

2. Graph the data presented in the chart above.

3.  How many more pounds of wild blueberries does Maine produce than each Canadian Province?

New Brunswick - 46 million pounds
Nova Scotia - 36 million pounds
Newfoundland - 69 million pounds
Prince Edward Island - 61 million pounds
Quebec - 15 million pounds

Wild Blueberry Crop Millions of Pounds  

Maine 70  
New Brunswick  24
Nova Scotia  34
Newfoundland  1
Prince Edward Island  9
Quebec  55

North America Wild Blueberry Production
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Wild Blueberry Production Averages 

 North America


